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The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That 5-Minute Stories
Collection (Dr. Seuss /The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That)
- Random House 2021-01-05
A fun-filled collection of stories starring Dr. Seuss's Cat in the Hat that
can each be read aloud in five minutes! Nick and Sally have questions
about everything from trees to outer space. Luckily, the Cat in the Hat
has the answers. Based on the TV series The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot
About That, this hardcover collection of rhyming tales is sure to fascinate
and entertain boys and girls ages 3 to 7. Each story can be read in five
minutes or less, so they're perfect for bedtime--or anytime!
Tricks and Treats - Stephen Murphy 2006-07-01
The Turtles find out the Purple Dragons have stolen candy from kids.
Show me the Honey (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat) - Tish Rabe
2012-07-24
Where does honey come from? The Cat in the Hat knows that! It comes
from bees, and what better way to learn about honey making than to visit
inside a hive and see firsthand how it’s done? In this rhymed easy reader
based on an episode from the hit PBS Kids TV show The Cat in the Hat
Knows a Lot About That!, the Cat, Sally, Nick, and Things One and Two
shrink to bee size and learn how bees communicate via dance, collect
nectar and spit it into combs, turn it into honey, and seal the combs with
wax. This is a sweet, funny Step into Reading book that kids will gobble
up—without realizing they are ingesting an important natural-history
lesson!
What Cat Is That? - Tish Rabe 2019-12-10
The Cat in the Hat learns all about cats—wild and domestic—in this
feline-focused Cat in the Hat's Learning Library book! Traveling aboard
his Kitty-Cat-Copter, the Cat takes Sally and Nick to meet lions in Kenya,
tigers in Bangkok, Siamese down the block—learning along the way
those traits that all cats share: scratchy tongues, padded paws, sensitive
wiskers, sharp claws, and those things unique to different species. With
information about the anatomy and behavior of well-known species and
breeds—including lions, tigers, leopards, cheetah, jaguar, ocelots,
cougar, American shorthair, Persian, Siamese—and lesser-known ones,
like clouded leopards, caracals, Turkish Vans, Scottish folds, American
curls, Raga Muffins, and more—there's something here for cat/Cat lovers
of all kinds! Fans of the hit PBS Kids show The Cat in the Hat Knows a
Lot About That! (which is based on the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library)
won't want to miss this purrfect new addition to the series.
Cooking with the Grinch (Dr. Seuss) - Tish Rabe 2017-09-05
Grow your heart three sizes and get in on all of the Grinch-mas cheer
with this festive Step Into Reading Step 1 story perfect for beginning
readers and bakers during the holidays or any time of year! The Grinch
and Cindy-Lou Who both like to bake, but who will eat the treat they
make? Could it be . . . Max the dog? This simple rhymed holiday story is
perfect for the very youngest readers. Complete with a simple 2ingredient dog treat recipe printed inside the back cover, Dr. Seuss fans
will be delighted-and inspired-by this sweet doggie tale featuring one of
his most iconic characters! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy
words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children
decode the story. The Dr. Seuss holiday classic How the Grinch Stole
Christmas is now a major motion picture from Illumination Presents - Dr.
Seuss' The Grinch!
Big Cat - Ethan Long 2016-02-28
Big Cat likes to nap—but his family has other ideas in this Guided
Reading Level A story, simple enough for young readers to understand
on their own! A pair of rowdy siblings wake their furry friend up to play,
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and proceed to carry him around the house—no matter how the cat feels
about it. They love Big Cat, and it's clear Big Cat loves them, too. . . .
even if he doesn't love flying or playing dress-up. His cartoonishly
exagerrated expressions are sure to charm. With five words or less per
page, this story is simple enough to be the first book a child reads on
their own—and funny enough to become a favorite. Geisel Medalist
Ethan Long's illustrations of the big-bellied feline and his enthusiastic
human pals bring Big Cat's adventures to life. Big Cat can be fun—and
reading can be fun, too! The award-winning I Like to Read® series
focuses on guided reading levels A through G, based upon Fountas and
Pinnell standards. Acclaimed author-illustrators--including winners of
Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and Coretta Scott King honors—create
original, high quality illustrations that support comprehension of simple
text and are fun for kids to read with parents, teachers, or on their own!
Level A books, suitable for early kindergarten, are ideal first books for
kids to read on their own. One short sentence repeats on every page with
one word change per spread. Simple plots are heavily supported by the
detailed illustrations. When Level A is mastered, follow up with Level B.
What Was I Scared Of? - Dr. Seuss 2018-09-06
A very special, spooky story from Dr. Seuss - with glow-in-the-dark cover!
Then I was deep within the woodsWhen, suddenly, I spied them.I saw a
pair of pale green pantsWth nobody inside them! Turn out the lights and
say hello to Dr. Seuss's spookiest character... the pair of empty trousers,
with nobody inside them!First published as part of The Sneetches and
Other Stories collection, this all-time favourite story of Dr. Seuss's is now
published on its own in this very special edition with a glow-in-the-dark
cover! Make sure you hold the glow in the dark under a light source to
charge up the cover, then enjoy a spooky surprise in the darkness! A
perfect present for boys and girls from ages three and up.
The Pups Save the Bunnies (Paw Patrol) - Random House 2016-01-05
Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol hops to the rescue when Adventure Bay's
bunnies need a new home. Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this
exciting full-color storybook, which features big flaps to lift.
Would You Rather Be a Pollywog - Bonnie Worth 2010-04-27
Cats normally don't like water, but the Cat in the Hat is no normal puss!
He’s fond of ponds, and in this latest Cat in the Hat’s Learning Library
book, he takes Sally and Dick on a trip to show them how ponds are
fascinating places teeming with life. From algae to snails, leeches,
insects, fish, frogs, newts, turtles, ducks, swans, and more, the Cat
explains how all different kinds of plants and animals make their home in
and around ponds, as well as examining the difference between complete
and incomplete metamorphosis and the various stages of frog
development. Ideal for spring and summer reading, this is a beginning
reader that will inspire kids to get outside and explore!
A Tale about Tails - Tish Rabe 2014
The Cat in the Hat helps Sally and Nick choose what kind of tail they
might like best during an imaginative trip to the jungle that reveals the
purposes of various tails.
The Best Halloween Ever - Barbara Robinson 2011-01-04
The Herdmans plus Halloween have always spelled disaster. Every year
these six kids -- the worst in the history of Woodrow Wilson School, and
possibly even the world -- wreak havoc on the whole town. They steal
candy, spray-paint kids, and take anything that's not nailed down. Now
the mayor has had it. He's decided to cancel Halloween. There won't be
any Herdmans to contend with this year, but there won't be any candy,
either. And what's Halloween without candy? And without trick-ortreating? The Herdmans manage to turn the worst Halloween ever into
the best Halloween ever in this uproarious sequel to The Best Christmas
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Pageant Ever.
A Reindeer's First Christmas/New Friends for Christmas (Dr. Seuss/Cat
in the Hat) - Tish Rabe 2012-09-11
Fans of the Cat in the Hat have cause to celebrate this holiday season
with two stories based on the one-hour PBS Kids' primetime special The
Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About Christmas! In A Reindeer's First
Christmas, narrator Ralph—a yearling caribou—tells how but for the help
of the Cat in the Hat, Sally, Nick, and some new friends, he narrowly
misses spending his first Christmas at home and pulling Santa's sled!
And in New Friends for Christmas, Sally and Nick learn that with a little
help from family and friends—and a spare mini Thinga-ma-jigger—its
possible to accomplish almost anything!
Spring Into Summer! - 2012
Explains how temperature changes affect plants and animals throughout
the year, in a text that includes stickers.
Have No Fear! Halloween is Here! (Dr. Seuss/The Cat in the Hat Knows a
Lot About - Tish Rabe 2016-08-09
Carve out family time for this Halloween-themed Step 2 deluxe Step into
Reading leveled reader featuring The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About
That!—plus over thirty stickers! It’s Halloween, and the Cat in the Hat is
taking Sally and Nick on a trip to find costumes. But when they
encounter a colony of tiny cave bats, they are in for a fright—until they
learn that most bats are harmless and nothing to be afraid of! Based on
the PBS Kids Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About Halloween! TV special,
this early reader with over thirty stickers is the perfect way for kids to
celebrate the holiday—and learn a bit about an iconic Halloween animal!
Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple
stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out
new words with help.
Safari, So Good! - Bonnie Worth 2019-12-10
In this latest installment of the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library, the Cat
takes Sally and Nick to Africa—where they meet some really big
cats—and all sorts of other animals, too, including elephants, zebra,
giraffe, hippos, warthogs, buffalo, baboons, side-striped jackals, spotted
hyena, galagos, pythons, vipers, and six kinds of antelope! Young readers
will learn how animals are either predators or prey, that elephants tend
to favor one tusk over the other, how to tell the difference between a
white and black rhino (both of which are grey!), that lion cubs are born
covered with spots that soon disapear, and much, much more! Fans of
the new PBS preschool science show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot
About That! (which is based on The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library)
won't want to miss this wild new addition to the series!
Snowmen at Halloween - Caralyn M. Buehner 2022-08-02
The snowmen are getting their Halloween costumes ready for the latest
board book in this New York Times bestselling series. Look for the
hidden image on every page! Have you ever built a snowman and
discovered the next day that his grin has gotten a little crooked, or his
tree-branch arms have moved? And you've wondered . . . what do
snowmen do when we're not watching? After an early snowfall, a few
kids build some snowmen before going trick-or-treating. And when the
kids go off to bed, the snowmen have their own Halloween festival!
There's candy and apple-bobbing and costume contests and all sorts of
autumn activities. When the kids wake up the next morning, the
snowmen are gone . . . but they've left a very special message behind.
Pizza Pig - Diana Murray 2018-02-27
Kindness is on the menu! Pizza Pig's pizza parlor is the place to be,
where animals can order whatever their taste buds desire in this
entertaining Step 2 beginning reader. WINNER of the 2019 Maryland
Blue Crab Young Reader Award for Beginning Fiction! Penguins like
their pizza cold. Rats want cheese with extra mold! Customers at Pizza
Pig's get whatever they want on their pizzas! But why isn't Turtle eating?
It turns out that one is the loneliest number when it comes to a bustling
pizza joint filled with groups of animals. All Turtle needs is a friend to
whet her appetite! This rhyming story about pizza, compassion, and
friendship is sure to tickle young readers. Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories, for children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Rhyme
and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the
story.
The Halloween Tree - Ray Bradbury 2015-08-04
In The Halloween Tree, master of fantasy Ray Bradbury takes readers on
a riveting trip though space and time to discover the true origins of
Halloween. Originally published in 1972, this striking new hardcover
edition features dramatic illustrations throughout by Gris Grimly, giving
a new generation of readers a chance to discover the magic.
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The Perfect Dress (Disney Princess) - RH Disney 2013-12-18
What makes the perfect dress? Silk or satin, lace or bows, pink or blue?
One thing is certain—if a Disney Princess is wearing it, it’s sure to be
unforgettable. This new Step 1 reader features all the favorite Disney
princesses as they discover their perfect dresses.
Where's Bluey? - Penguin Young Readers Licenses 2022-01-25
Find Bluey and Bingo in this search-and-find activity book! Have you
seen Bluey and Bingo? There are lots of other hidden items, too, so join
the fun in this search-and-find book!
All I Want for Halloween - Marie Harte 2017-09-26
TONIGHT, SHE PLANS TO LET GO. Dressed up and anonymous, Sadie
Liberato feels powerful, sexy and free. Where better to lose herself than
a masked party? Gear Blackstone's cheating ex and scheming best friend
have managed to spin his life into a serious downward spiral. At least
with a mask on he can cut loose for one night. And cut loose he
does—with the sexiest, snarkiest chick he's ever met. After a scorchinghot encounter, Sadie and Gear are desperate to find each other in real
life. But can the heat last when the masks come off? What People Are
Saying: "Anyone who loves a good romance will love this book!"—Night
Owl Romance 5/5 Stars, Top Pick! for A Sure Thing "Test Drive is high
octane chemistry that keeps the pages turning and your engine
revving!"—GINA L. MAXWELL New York Times & USA Today bestselling
author "Harte's take on the redeemed bad boy is fresh and sexy."—Kirkus
for Test Drive
Oh, the Places You'll Go! - Dr. Seuss 2013-09-24
Dr. Seuss’s wonderfully wise Oh, the Places You’ll Go! is the perfect gift
to celebrate all of our special milestones—from graduations to birthdays
and beyond! From soaring to high heights and seeing great sights to
being left in a Lurch on a prickle-ly perch, Dr. Seuss addresses life’s ups
and downs with his trademark humorous verse and whimsical
illustrations. The inspiring and timeless message encourages readers to
find the success that lies within, no matter what challenges they face. A
perennial favorite and a perfect gift for anyone starting a new phase in
their life!
Fancy Nancy Big Book - Jane O'Connor 2009-06-23
No one knows fancy like Nancy.
I Am Sam-I-Am - Tish Rabe 2019-01-08
A board book based on Green Eggs and Ham! for Dr. Seuss's youngest
fans! In this sweet, sturdy board book, Sam-I-Am shares the story of how
he persuades his friend to try green eggs and ham. (What's Sam's secret?
He never stops trying, of course!) Written in rhymed verse, this funny
board book is an ideal introduction to the story for toddlers and
preschoolers too young for the classic Beginner Book. Now everyone in
the family--even pre-readers--can share in the fun and learn a valuable
life lesson about trying new things!
Now You See Me... (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat) - Tish Rabe 2012-09-11
Hide-and-seek is a great game, but Nick always finds where Sally is
hiding. And that's no fun! Enter the Cat in the Hat. His friend Gecko is an
expert at hiding. Maybe Gecko can share some tips with the kids? So off
they go to the jungle, where Gecko teaches them how to hide in plain
sight—using camouflage! Kids won't be able to hide their delight in this
rhymed Step 2 book based on an episode from the hit PBS Kids TV show
The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! (Step 2 is a Step into
Reading title for children who recognize familiar words and sound out
new words with aural and visual cues. Step 2 books have simple stories,
basic vocabulary, and short sentences.)
The Night Before Halloween - Natasha Wing 1999-08-16
It's time for Halloween! Celebrate the holiday with this this family fun
read-aloud, a delightful seasonal entry in Natasha Wing's best-selling
series. Little monsters and goofy goblins take center stage in this silly,
spooky spin on Clement C. Moore's beloved poem. But what will happen
on Halloween when the monsters come face to face with human trick-ortreaters in this fun-filled book by the author of The Night Before Easter?
A perfect gift to get young readers excited for this festive fall holiday!
Fangsgiving - Ethan Long 2018-09-04
Geisel Award-winning author and illustrator Ethan Long turns his
attention to the day of thanks with a story that's to die for. It's the fourth
Thursday of November, and the members of Fright Club are cooking up
something spooky . . . a Thanksgiving feast! But when Vlad's family
arrives unexpectedly, they put their own spin on each of the dishes. Now,
the rolls are as hard as headstones and the turkey has been cooked to
death. Vlad loves his family, but they've made a mess of their meal! Can
this monster-filled family come together to save their feast and celebrate
what the holiday is truly about?
Food Fight! - Courtney Carbone 2015
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Age-appropriate adaptations of super-silly stories and themes from the
new 3-D movie combine engaging film-inspired artwork with simple text
designed to reinforce early learning skills in young SpongeBob
SquarePants fans. Movie tie-in.
Now You See Me - Sharon Bolton 2011-06-07
Now You See Me is the first in the Lacey Flint series, followed by 2012's
Dead Scared and 2013's Lost. "Bolton is changing the face of crime
fiction—if you only read one crime novel this year, make it this." —Tess
Gerritsen on Now You See Me "Really special: multi-layered and
sophisticated, but tough too." —Lee Child on Now You See Me One night
after interviewing a reluctant witness at a London apartment complex,
Lacey Flint, a young detective constable, stumbles onto a woman brutally
stabbed just moments before in the building's darkened parking lot.
Within twenty-four hours a reporter receives an anonymous letter that
points out alarming similarities between the murder and Jack the
Ripper's first murder—a letter that calls out Lacey by name. If it's real,
and they have a killer bent on re-creating London's bloody past, history
shows they have just five days until the next attempt. No one believes the
connections are anything more than a sadistic killer's game, not even
Lacey, whom the killer seems to be taunting specifically. However, as
they investigate the details of the case start reminding her more and
more of a part of her past she'd rather keep hidden. And the only way to
do that is to catch the killer herself. Fast paced and completely riveting,
S. J. Bolton's Now You See Me is a modern gothic novel that is nothing
less than a masterpiece of suspense fiction. A Kirkus Reviews Best of
2011 Mysteries title and one of Library Journal's Best Mystery Books of
2011.
Halloween Forest - Marion Dane Bauer 2012-07-13
Cat bones, rat bones, and bat bones illustrate this spooky Halloween
adventure, written by newbery-Honor-winning author Marion Dane
Bauer. If you take your trick-or-treat sack and venture into the dark
woods on Halloween night, you'll find cat bones, rat bones, and bat
bones--and all are looking at YOU! "Take care! Beware! Despair!" the
bone creatures will cry. "You can bet you've just met your worst
nightmare!" What will you do? Cry? Sigh? NO! Because you're too tough
/ to worry about stuff / like the rattle / and prattle / of bones! Told in
unmetered rhymed verse, this Halloween adventure is a real treat.
Freckleface Strawberry: Lunch, or What's That? - Julianne Moore
2015-06-23
Academy-Award winning actress and New York Times bestselling author
Julianne Moore brings us more adventures from Freckleface Strawberry!
Picky eaters everywhere will laugh along as Freckleface Strawberry gets
her lunch from the cafeteria and asks the terrifying question: “What’s
that?!” With predictable sentence patterns, simple words, frequent
repetition, and bright, colorful illustrations, this is a new Freckleface
Strawberry book that young readers can read all by themselves! "Moore
offers another delightful tale of her red-headed heroine, Freckleface
Strawberry."—School Library Journal
The Spooky Wheels on the Bus - J. Elizabeth Mills 2016-06-28
A haunted Halloween bus ride that will have children singing with
excitement. THE SPOOKY WHEELS ON THE BUS is a humorous
Halloween-themed version of the classic song THE WHEELS ON THE
BUS...with a few ghoulish tricks and treats up its sleeves! Count from
One Spooky Bus up to Ten Goofy Ghosts as this Halloween ride races
through town picking up a few unsuspecting passengers along the way.
Jim Henson - Brian Jay Jones 2016-05-10
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For the first time ever—a
comprehensive biography of one of the twentieth century’s most
innovative creative artists: the incomparable, irreplaceable Jim Henson
He was a gentle dreamer whose genial bearded visage was recognized
around the world, but most people got to know him only through the
iconic characters born of his fertile imagination: Kermit the Frog, Bert
and Ernie, Miss Piggy, Big Bird. The Muppets made Jim Henson a
household name, but they were just part of his remarkable story. This
extraordinary biography—written with the generous cooperation of the
Henson family—covers the full arc of Henson’s all-too-brief life: from his
childhood in Leland, Mississippi, through the years of burgeoning fame
in America, to the decade of international celebrity that preceded his
untimely death at age fifty-three. Drawing on hundreds of hours of new
interviews with Henson's family, friends, and closest collaborators, as
well as unprecedented access to private family and company archives,
Brian Jay Jones explores the creation of the Muppets, Henson’s
contributions to Sesame Street and Saturday Night Live, and his nearly
ten-year campaign to bring The Muppet Show to television. Jones
provides the imaginative context for Henson’s non-Muppet projects,
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including the richly imagined worlds of The Dark Crystal and
Labyrinth—as well as fascinating misfires like Henson’s dream of
opening an inflatable psychedelic nightclub. An uncommonly intimate
portrait, Jim Henson captures all the facets of this American original: the
master craftsman who revolutionized the presentation of puppets on
television, the savvy businessman whose dealmaking prowess won him a
reputation as “the new Walt Disney,” and the creative team leader whose
collaborative ethos earned him the undying loyalty of everyone who
worked for him. Here also is insight into Henson’s intensely private
personal life: his Christian Science upbringing, his love of fast cars and
expensive art, and his weakness for women. Though an optimist by
nature, Henson was haunted by the notion that he would not have time to
do all the things he wanted to do in life—a fear that his heartbreaking
final hours would prove all too well founded. An up-close look at the
charmed life of a legend, Jim Henson gives the full measure to a man
whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and
culture—and continues to beguile audiences worldwide. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BOOKPAGE “Jim Henson
vibrantly delves into the magnificent man and his Muppet methods: It’s
an absolute must-read!”—Neil Patrick Harris “An exhaustive work that is
never exhausting, a credit both to Jones’s brisk style and to Henson’s
exceptional life.”—The New York Times “[A] sweeping portrait that is a
mix of humor, mirth and poignancy.”—Washington Independent Review
of Books “A meticulously researched tome chock-full of gems about the
Muppets and the most thorough portrait of their creator ever
crafted.”—Associated Press
Out of My Mind - Sharon M. Draper 2012-05
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifthgrader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the first time.
The Cat in the Hat - Dr. Seuss 2013-09-24
Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic picture
book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day turns into a
wild romp when this beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the
Hat and his troublemaking friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2. A favorite
among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses simple words and basic
ryhme to encourage and delight beginning readers. Then he said "That is
that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat. Originally created by
Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read.
These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all
on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the
classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The
Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing
readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
Vampoodle - Joan Holub 2017
Dogs, including Vampoodle--a poodle with fangs--enjoy Halloween fun.
Have No Fear! Halloween is Here! (Dr. Seuss/The Cat in the Hat Knows a
Lot About That!) - Tish Rabe 2016-08-09
This Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader features The Cat in the Hat
Knows a Lot About That! It’s Halloween, and the Cat in the Hat is taking
Sally and Nick on a trip to find costumes. But when they encounter a
colony of tiny cave bats, they are in for a fright—until they learn that
most bats are harmless and nothing to be afraid of! Based on the PBS
Kids Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About Halloween! TV special, coming in
2016, this early reader is the perfect way for kids to celebrate the
holiday—and learn a bit about an iconic Halloween animal! Step 2
Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories.
For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words
with help.
A Fairy-Tale Fall (Disney Princess) - Apple Jordan 2013-10-30
How do Cinderella, Belle, Ariel, and all the Disney princesses celebrate
Halloween? Princess fans will love finding out in this original Step 2
reader!
Planet Name Game (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat) - Tish Rabe 2015-01-06
A Step 2 Step into Reading Science Reader based on an episode of the
hit PBS Kids TV show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! Join
the Cat in the Hat as he takes Sally and Nick on an adventure into space
to learn the names of the eight planets in our solar system! Written in
rhyme for children who can read with help, this Step 2 book is a great
way to introduce beginning readers to basic concepts about space and to
support the Common Core State Standards. Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
If You Lived At The Time Of The American Revolution - Kay Moore
2016-07-26
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If you lived at the time of the American Revolution --What started the
American Revolution? --Did everyone take sides? --Would you have seen a
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battle? Before 1775, thirteen colonies in America belonged to England.
This book tells about the fight to be free and independent.
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